
"A resilient DJ & performer that adapts 
like a musical chameleon. Recognised 
for his unique style, Juan entertains 
with a unique edge and ear for what 
lifts any crowd, in any setting." 

INNOVATIVE IBIZA DJ S MUSIC CURATOR 

Juan Amigo has always celebrated music. Starting from a young age he first studied piano and was hooked by the energy he 
derived from his performance. Kickstarting his teenage years, he soon transferred to buying vinyl for a fix of the vibrant energy 
it fast delivered. His growth as an artist and DJ has since evolved and allowed him to embed his name within the scene as a 
provider of pivotal and memorable moments. 

Collecting a selection of sounds over many years has allowed Juan to feature on an impressive list of venues and events 
with diverse audiences. With an international focus. he is now an Ibiza resident and regularly plays at public and private events. 
positioned as a reliable source of great music. With a definable electronic edge. Juan's sets are an adept blend of Balearic. 
Nu Disco. real House through to Techno. but also caters for Leftfield and lndie audiences in various settings. With an defined 
ear for quality, the ethos to deliver a unique style remains. and continues to evolve. Earlier this year. featuring on the island's 
iconic Openlab Radio (which was first launched by Robert Miles). 

With an approachable and adaptable character. Juan Amigo fluidly navigates genres and always maintains a rolling groove. 
His vibe translates instantly to clubs and also events. with an elegant. eclectic. yet refreshing approach. with an eye firmly 
focussed on the dancefloor. Busy places with smiling faces clearly suit his sets. and something that Juan Amigo has become 
broadly known. Always taking the music seriously, but with an abundant air of fun attached. Juan aims to always impact with 
his carefully curated selection. consistently riding the energy and lifting the audience to another level whenever possible. His I 
ove of music stands clear and obvious within each performance. fluently transferring emotions that unify the crowd. 

With a meticulous. tailored and targeted vision for every venue he plays, Juan pursues an unfiltered connection that's derived 
from entertaining. often referred to as "the real drug of DJs". With a diverse taste that translates an eclectic and electronic 
nature. Juan's broader knowledge of lndie. synth led ltalo. raw Funk. Soul. authentic Disco. Reggae. Punk. Hip-Hop, Trip Hop, 
Afrobeat to Ambient and Jazz is unparalleled. Maintaining a taste for a solid groove his music 
motivates in a positive way. 

Taking his artform to another level, Juan has now started production showcasing another avenue to share his vibe. 
Time to search his online mixes, engaging his shows and tune into a name to watch in 2021 and beyond. 

Contact/ Bookings 
hola@juanamigo.com 

Website/ More Info 
www.juanamigo.com 

Music Links 
https://fanlink.to/juanamigo 
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